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as regards foreign policy: largely because, until the inter-war
years, there was broad and substantial agreement in French
opinion about foreign policy.1
The results of these constitutional arrangements and customs
and this party system of fluctuating groups are familiar enough:
some 88 distinct ministries during the seventy years of the Third
Republic (over 100 if abortive ministries be counted): some 50
different Prime Ministers and nearly 50 different Foreign
Ministers: between 400 and 500 different Cabinet Ministers.
Yet these absurd results should not be exaggerated. Where
desired, both continuity and consistency could be achieved.
M. Delcasse held the record for continuity with seven years1
unbroken tenure of the Foreign Office: M. Briand the record
for persistency with his total often years altogether at the same
office, and his eleven different ministries. The democratic in-
strument in France was no better than the revolutionary tradi-
tion, the balance of social forces and the conflicts of public
opinion would allow it to be.
From the 'revolutionary tradition' modern France inherited
a double 'geological fault' which ran right through her social
life and her political structure: the conflict between liberty and
equality as ideals, and the gap between democracy and govern-
ment. By permeation through the social bases of her national
life, this inheritance produced a multitude of small groups and
parties, many of which were opposed to a democratic form of
government and democratic ways of life. The consequent clash
of social and political forces led, in turn, to a compromise
regime which was designed by Monarchists, adapted by
Liberals, and made to work by Radicals. It was a system of
parliamentary sovereignty in which very few of the political
parties really believed. The first generation of this regime, be-
tween 1870 and 1905, was spent in liquidating the past, and the
1 On the parliamentary committee system see W. L. Middleton:
op. cit., Chapter VII, and the specialized studies by R. K. Gooch: The
French Parliamentary Committee System (1935); and Lindsay Rogers: The
French Parliamentary System (1929). On the Foreign Affairs Committees
in particular, see F. L. Schuman: War and Diplomacy in the French
Republic (1931).

